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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN ACHIEVING \ MW CW 
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ABSTRACT 

Vdrfan it developing high-power, CW gyroupBi 
at frequencies is tic nnge 100 OHz to ISC OHx, for use 
In electron cyclotron heating applications. Early test 
vehicle! have utUUed a TElS,2,l interaction cavity, JUS 
have achieved ahon-pulae power levels of 820 kW and 
average power Jervelo of BO kW at 140 GHz. Present tens 
are aimed at reaching 400 KW under CW operating 
conditions and up to 1 MW for uhon pules duration!. 
Work 1B elco underway OQ modlflcettc as to the present 
design ffiei will enable power lova-ta of up to I MW CW io 
be achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Qyrotron ooclllatoi-n have been effectively 
employed in heating magnetically-confined plasmas, at 
the electron cyclotron reoononce (ECR) frequency, in i 
variety of fusion expertmentn(l). la titeto experiments, 
gyro'j-onD with long-pulre or CW output powers of • few 
hundred kllowatta hove teen utilized it frequencies up 
to about 100 GHe, However. ECR betting ID large, 
reactor-UK funlon cxpetlmcato. •vill require ictal Input 
microwave power levels of 10-100 MW it frequencies 
ranging from 100 GHz to 300 OH*(2), 

To add re na this used, Varian his begun As 
devetopnent of gyrotfooc capable of generating power 
levels of 1 MW CW at frcqucnciCD la the range \JQ GHz to 
ISO GHt. The basic dtuigo approacn followed in tot 
current gyrotron development program li significantly 
different than that of earlier effort* lit lower 
frequencies end power levele. While moit previous 
lubeo wore deoicned to fjsnorate output power Is the 
TEOQ or circulnr-cloctric class of waveguide mode(3,4), 
the current work utilizes TBnm whispering-gallery 
modes who re m » u . la coat toot to circular* electric 
modes, cn&rQy niored In a whiBperiag-gtHery-modo 
cavity io concentrated neat the walla of the cavity, 
thereby requiring a relatively large-diameter oleciion 
boom for efficient interaction. The choice of 
wfaiopering.gallery moden over other classes of 

"The 1 MW gyrotroa oociKtstor lo being developed under 
contract with Lawrence Uvcnnora Notional Laboratory, 
cpeiated by the University of California for the U. S. 
Deportment of Energy, under Prime Contract W-7405-
OQO-48. 

Interaction circclu li baed oa tn Intricate set of design 
trade-offs that include considerations of mode 
competition, a tunic lanes in the cavity, efficiency. 
potential depression of the electron beam, and electron 
fits d*«|fD(J). Experimental reaearcb with 
-wtritperJng-gallery-mQde gyroirons is also being 
carried out u MJT(2), and in the Soviet U Dion{6). 

ID working toward the 1 MW CW output power 
lot l , several experimental vehicles will be conatructed 
and tsited to verify the design f̂ the Important elements 
of the gyrotron. The first two tubes In the program 
have been designed to generate afaon-pulse power 
levels of J MW tad CW power levels up to 400 kW at a 
frequency of 140 GHz. Testing of these tub ŝ serves to 
validate the basic deal go Of the electron, gun tod 
interaction circuit. La addition, operation at CW powers 
op to 400 kW provides uieful tafonnttioc concerning 
wblsperlng-gallery-mode operation at high average 
power Icvrls-

Thus far, the first experimental tube has 
undergone a series of four tests, the final three 
following rebuilds of the tube that incorporated various 
design modifications Indicated in the preceding ten. 
During these tesig a maximum peak power level of 820 
kW and a maximum avenge power ot SO JtW were 
obtained in the desired whispering-gallery mode at a 
frequency of 140 GHz, The second experimental tube has 
be«n committed and U currently being tested. The 
second tube wae designed to test several new features 
aimed at ovexcom1 z lOtne of the performance 
llrjwiations of the firm experimental tube. 

future teat vehicles are now being designed to 
achieve full 1 MW CW operation. To be cozuiateni with 
planned ECU. betting experiment!, the deoign frequency 
b*n btcn changed from 140 GHz to 110 GHa. The basic 
philosophy underlying the 1 MW CW work ID to emend 
the design of the 140 OHt, 1 MW pulsed, 400 kW C\>/ toot 
vehicles wb-Jtt possible and odd new approaches or 
capabilities where necesaary to achieve reliable l MW 
CW operation, 

In the following wa cnmrnorizo the Important 
design features of the first two experimental gyrotron*. 
review the reouHo of the four toat Iterations on the firnt 
lube, outline the test oequence for the oecond 
tiptrimemal tube, and discuw the mrja: design Usucs 
involved in reachioa the 1 MW CW JJOA) la subsequent 
cuperiniental gyroiroan. 



DESIGN OF FIRST TWO EXPERIMENTAL 1 MW 
GYROTRONS 

The ietign of the first iwo experimental 140 GHz, 
1 MW gyrotrons ia based on the Interaction between ft 
hollow electron beam provided by a mtflaetran 
injection electron gun tnd a simple, tapered cavity 
designed to generate power in the TE\$,2 mode at 140 
QHz. Tbe average radiua of the electron beam to the 
interaction region coincide* with the petition pf tbe 
first radial maximum of tbe electric field lc tbe cavity. 
Computer limul aliens of the performance of tbe 
electron gun predict perpendicular velocity spreads of 
less than 5% for operation at a perpendicular ta parallel 
velocity ratio of two. Tbe nominal beam voltage and 
current for ihe gun are SO kV md 35 A. respectively, 
though operation at bead voltages of 90-100 kV and 
beam currents up to 50 A is possible. Tbe magnetic field 
ID the cavity tod gun regiona is provided by a 
Dupercocduciii.g magnet. For operation at 140 GHz, a 
magnetic field of 56 kO is required in the interaction 
region. Tit magnetic field in the electron gun ii about 
2.2 kQ. 

Output power from the civliy travels through 
the collector end out of the gyrotron ihrcugb I double-
disc. face-cooled window. The up and down tapers In [be 
collector region are designed to preserve the purity Df 
the generated TE152 mode. Tbe spent electron beam 
follows tbe diverging magnetic field linos out of lie 
coYjty and is deposited on the walls of the collector. 
Several magnetic field colli are employed in 
distributing the Bpem electron beam evenly along the 
collector. 

Further details of the design of tbe eiperimentel 
U0 GHz, 1 MW gyrotrons have been published 

elaewhere(7). 

TEST RESULTS ON FIRST EXPERIMENTAL TUBE 

Fim Teiu 
Teoto or. the first experimental 141} GHz gyrotron, 

with a wh.Dperinn-BaHery-mode interaction circuit, 
were performed between November 1987 and February 
1988. During these initial tests, peak output powers up to 
300 kW at 18 ft efficiency were produced with pulse 
durations of leas than 1 ma. Operation at longer pulse 
durailono or higher peak powers was prevented by 
spurious oscillations in the beam tunnel between 
tbe electron gun and the interaction cavity. At higb-
peak -power or long-pulse operation, the spurious 
oscillations activated protective circuitry and turned off 
the gyre>:ron. 

Following tests on the lube, the lube was 
disassembled and examined for possible damage. All 
portions of the tube were undamaged with tbe exception 
of the beam tunnel- A portion of the beam tunnel 
adjacent to the cavuy was significantly damaged. The 
damage panel) was consistent with the presence of 
spurious oscil'.auccs in thai region. 

S,pfond TAM 

For the second tit cf ies;». an entirely new beam 
t-nnel waj employed. Geometry ctanges were made to 

minimize the amount of stored energy present in the 
critical region of the beam tunnel near the cavity to 
prevent oscillations in that region. In addition, the 
cooling design for the beam tunnel w«« Improved. All 
other major elements of the tube remainod tbe tame as 
in the first eipertmental Iteration. Tbe second lories of 
tests were performed between June 1966 and October 
1988. 

During the second set of tests, an output power of 
635 kw wsi obtained at 26 % efficiency at the nominal 
beam voltage of 80 kV during shon-pulse operation. 
Further ahon-pulse tests resulted in output powers of 
750 kW and 820 kW at beam voltages of 90 kV and 95 kV, 
.Thpeciively. Corresponding output efficiencies were 22 
% and 21 %. Tbe lower efficiencies were due to the 
value of Q chosen for the cavity. For optimum results at 
tbe higher voltage, higher Q cavities are required. 

Following (be abort-pulse testing of tbe lube, 
long-pulse tests were carried out. At 10 mi pulse 
durations, output powers of 400 kW at 30 9fc efficiency 
were measured. However, aa the pulse duration was 
stretched to 200 mi, degradations in the tube operation 
were observed, resulting in lower output power levels 
and efficiencies. Following about 10.000 pulaca of 
greater than 10 ms in duration, significant levels of gas 
were observed In tbe sube and testing waa stopped. An 
examination of the lube revealed cyclic fasigue damage 
to the cavity. 

Third Test 

To try to alleviate the cyclic fatigue problems 
Observed in the cavity following the second series of 
tests, a new cavity design was conceived to lower ohmle 
loases in the cavity. The cavity Q wea lowered to 350 
from 500, resulting in a 20 % reduction in tbe power 
density on the cavity walls, No change was made to the 
mechanical design of the cavity. All other major 
elements of tbe tube were undamaged and remained in 
the tube for the third series of testa. 

The third series of tests were carried out from 
November 1988 through December 1988. Initial abort-
puis*, testing of the tube resulted in output power levels 
a:' 450 kW at 33 % efficiency. This date point li compared 
with large-signal theoretical predictions, using both 
cold-cavity tad oelf-consistent analysis techniques, in 
Figure 1. A mode-map, showing output power levels for 
various values of main magnet current (cavity magnetic 
field) and gun-anode voltage, for a constant beam 
current of 1? A. ia shown fn Figure 2. 

Rather than continue short-pulse tests at higher 
beam currents to reach higher output powers, long-
puli; tests were carried out o; the 400 kW level 10 
determine if the cyclic fatigue problems encountered in 
the previous teBts had been tulev;a;ed During the lons-
puise tests, no deleterious effects were observed up to 60 
ms pulses where output powers of 4C0 kW at 31 % 
efficiency were obtained. However, a' pul«e durations 
of 80 ms. significant gass:cg and cMmlnljhcd 
performance were observed, leading 10 the cessation of 
lejto. An examination of the tube again revealed cyclic 
fatigue damage to the cavity. 
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For the fourth set of test?, s new mechanical 
dedgn of tie cavity wag devised to minimi re the effecu 
of cyclic fatigue. Ac alternate electron gun design wu 
aloo incorporated into the tube. The electron gun design 
produced a thiaoer electron beam at the ejpenie of 
higher cathode loading, la addition, the beam optics 
were somewhat different thin in the original deafgc 
uned in the throe previous lasts. The fourth set of teats 
wtn" performed betwesn March 1989 and Juno 1989. 

Initial ohori-pulse parameter variation studies 
on lb? fourth test vehicle yielded come minor changes 
In [cbe performance. At as output powor of 42$ IrW, the 
m&ximum obtainable efficiency wan 29 %, Similar teste 
on the third leot vehicle hid yielded efficiencies up to 
33 % with (he same cavity design. The fflJgbt Jmemciion fruity 
degradation in efficiency was attributed to the new 
electron gun design. There was ovidence that beam 
performance degraded much more rapidly with 

Increasing current than observed with the c i t i 
employing the original electron gun design. !n 
addition, it proved to be significantly more difficult to 
spread the bcair evenly along the length of the 
collector lban In aariier tub«i. TUla effect was probably 
due In pin to the thinner beam produced by the new 
gun design, 

As In the previous set of teata, ihari-pulse 
parameter variation studies were only carried out for 
beun curremi leai ibis 20 A, prior to testing the 
average power capabilities of the cavity. However, 
rather than lengthening the pulse duration to approach 
CW operation, the duty cycle was Increased Insieid. At 
an output power of 336 kW at 30 * efficiency, the duty 
factor wu extended to 24 % (2 mi pulu duration, 120 
pulsei per second) for an -average oetput power of 81 
kW. Mo evidence of e*c«sfve gai pressure or power 
losses In the various monitored circuits wis observed 
under diese condition!, ao the beam current was reduced 
and CW operation was attempted. After seven/ tries at 
maintaining CW operation without excessive gassing, a 
suddeo degradation io tube performance waa observed, 
though the tube still retained Us vacuum integrity. A 
visual Inspection tirougb tha output window of the tube 
revealed a small area in the collector where melting had 
occurred. Following tha observation of th« collector 
damige in the fourth teat vehicle, all rf tests on the rube 
were halted. 

STATUS OF SECOND EXPERIMENTAL TUBE 

The second experimental 140 OHz. t MW pulsed, 
400 kW CW gyroiron incorporates several new features 
aimed at alleviating various problems experienced 
during the teits of (he tint experimental tabs. The new 
tube will retain the cavity design of the previous tube 
(lower value of loaded Q and mechanical dftaign capable 
of withstanding cyclic fatigue environment) and 
incorporate an electron gun of the original design. 
Refinements to the beam tunnel have been included in 
the new tube design to further stabilize ibis region 
against apurioui oscillations and several modifications 
to the collector have been made to detect and prevent 
the type of damage ductalned In tie last act of teals. 

Assembly of the second experimental tube has 
been completed and initial afaon-pulse parameter 
variation studies on the tube ore currently In progress. 
Following the short-pulse testa, the tube will be aged to 
long-pulse and ultimately CW operation with the goal of 
repchlng 4C0 kW CW. 

1 MW CW DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to extend the capabilities of the present 
140 GHz. 1 MW priced, 400 leW CW fiyrotron dBai$n to full 
1 MW CW operation at a frequency of 110 OH*, several 
el em ems of the tube ttqulre additional design work. 
The critical areas include the intercction ctvlty, output 
coupler, electron beam collector, and output window. 
Below we review the current design apprtmchen being 
considered for each of those areao for inclusion into the 
first 110 OHi, 1 MW CW lost vehicle*. 

In the interaction cavity, the ohmlc looscfl in the 
cavity walla result In relatively high heal fluies that 

http://1S9.75T01W.9GHz


roust be removed by the cooling design. The present 140 
GHz design, brued on tit T E I J . J . I mode, should be 
capable of withstanding the beat fluxes prefect it CW 
power leveli of between 400 and 500 kW. To reach 1 MW 
CW it 110 OHz would require only modeit Improvements 
to the 140 OHi, lower power deilgi., due to tb© larger 
cavity siac and Increased ohmic Q present at the lover 
frequency. However, it bai bfleu decided lo reduce the 
civity power density to a level that !i handled routinely 
in eirller production gyrolrooa. Tall will be 
accomplished by using I higher-order, whisperlog-
gallery mode in the cavity. A tentative etviiy design. 
employing the TE22.2.1 mode, bis been chosen. 

Output Counlur ind H>ermn Henm ColltMor 

The problems of output coupling end electron 
beam collection are Interrelated. For full 1 MW CW 
operation, the clearer, be km collector must be 
oignlfleantly larger than tie present design, that sJso 
serveo as tbe output waveguide Tor the generated 
micro wave power. Since mode conversion 
consideration!] preclude use of larger diameter 
collectors (without lengthening the tube significantly), 
methods of oeparotlng the electros beun from the 
mlcrowcve output ore highly desirable. 

Two possible acenerloi ire currently being 
considered in addressing this problem. The first allows 
for tbe radial extraction of the microwave power while 
the electron beam continues straight through to a 
lorge-dlQmcter collector. Tbla approach has be*n 
successfully used in Soviet gyrotrons(6), with the 
incorporation of a q;ioel-opticil coupler. This type of 
coupler irons forms tbe circularly-polarized, 
whlopcrinfl.gallery output mode Into • Hnearly-
polorUed- Oouaslan beam. 

The principal drawback to this configuration Is 
trie relatively low efficiency of \Mi approach in 
performing tbe desired conversion. At the present time 
major efforts are underway to try to Improve the 
efficiency, either by shaping die launching itructvre 
or by carr fully designing the mirror configuration. 
Both techniques ore aimed at reducing the side-lobe 
losses inherent in tha most basic veralOJ. of the concept. 

Tbe aecond method of aeparatlng tbe electron 
beam from the rf output provides for the radial 
extraction of tbe electron beam through a alot in the 
output waveguide, while the generated microwave 
power continues straight through the tube at in the 
classic design employed in moat previous gyrotrons. 

Of Importance in this approach are tbe guidance 
of ihe electron be cm through the gap Introduced Into 
ibe waveguide, mode conversion remlting from ibe gap, 
and rf leakage through the gup, A series of tradeoff 
analyses 's currently being carried out to try to 
minimize these detrimental effects and all'w an 
efficient electro a beom/rf fleparation to inks place. 

QutDiii W indq^ 

In any window design that is capable rf passing 
1 MW CW power levela, the major design limitations stem 
from ihs combinotlon of thermal and mechanics] 
stresses induced in tfej window. This environment calls 

for strong, low-loss window materials, and mechanical 
designs that minimize the static stresses due to window 
coolant and lube vacuum pressure* and thermally 
induced stresses due to rf power absorbed by tbe 
window. 

The specific geometry of the output window 
design depends on which output coupling approach is 
cboien. In tbe case of the quasi-optical output coupling 
approach, long, narrow rectangular windows can be 
made Urge enough to spread the output power from the 
tube sufficiently to allow safe operation. For the radial 
beam extraction configuration, enhanced veralona of 
the existing circular, donble-dlac design may be 
employed. Tbe present design U capable of 400 kW CW at 
140 OHz, but calculations on new designs predict 
capabilities op to 1 MW CW at 140 GHz. For operation at 

'110 OHz, window loases are reduced significantly so that 
an even greater safety margin should exist. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tbe results obtained during the aeries of testa 
performed on the first experimental 140 OHz, 1 MW 
gyroiron represent an important step in reaching the i 
MW CW goal of tbe current development program. 
Further advances are expected In tbe tails on tbe second 
experimental tube lb it are currently in progress. 
Design work is well underway in preparation for the 
fabrication of experimental gyrotrons with the goat of 
achieving 1 MW CW operation at a frequency of 110 OHz. 
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